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What does ISO Records Management involve?
Section 4 of the ISO 15489-1:2001 states that records management include:
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At any given time, between 3 and 5
percent of an organizationís files are
lost or misplaced. The average cost of
recreating a document is $180. Annual
losses for a Fortune 1000 company with one
million files is $5 million
dollars

How are records currently managed in companies?
Records can be managed in physical or electronic formats.
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64% of employees experience
difficulty and consume
considerable time finding office
documents using a mobile
device.

Current challenges:
Challenge

Why this Challenge?

How LuitBiz helps...

The growing role

Traditional document

LuitBiz is a new-age business

of Records

management system when

applications suite and its document

Management as a

implemented, pose the

management and CRM functionalities

significant issue in

following challenges:

help companies to manage these
challenges by:

organizational
management

1. Security of strategic
records
2. High customer
expectations
3. Greater technical
expertise required
4. Much higher rates of
growth
5. Greater accessibility
challenges
6. Greater consequences
of loss
7. Much shorter life
expectancy and
greater preservation
challenges

1. . LuitBiz offers a highly secured cloud
platform to store and manage all
strategic business records
2. All customer orders, tenders, and
customer documents are stored in
LuitBiz DMS and LuitBiz CRM can pull
the latest customer records and data
to meet customer expectations
3. LuitBiz is extremely easy to use and
does not require much handholding.
If you know how to browse and use
emails, you will be able to use LuitBiz
with ease
4. . LuitBiz is hosted in a pure-play
cloud server that can take several
terabytes of data. So no matter what
your growth in records is, LuitBiz can
handle it with ease
5. LuitBiz is offered as a SaaS software
and can be accessed from anywhere
over the Internet
6. The cloud servers where LuitBiz is
hosted are constantly monitored and
backed up. There is no question of
data loss!
7. There is no limit set by LuitBiz on the
life expectancy of your records. You
can retain your records for as long as
you like and selectively destroy them
when required.
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software maintenance at your premises
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The presence or absence of
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The value of information is
directly proportionate to its
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The powerful search functionality of
LuitBiz DMS ensures that the system
delivers all the documents/information
requested and no others
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The impact of 9/11

There is a persuasive, even
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Traditionally, data retention
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get and vendors too are
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Finding and replacing lost
paper documents cost
businesses an average of
$120.
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About LuitBiz DMS

Founded In 2004

LuitBiz DMS is an easy-to-use web-

Located in Bengaluru (India)

based document management system

100% Founder Owned & Highly

built from the ground-up using SaaS

Profitable

(Software-as-a-Service) technologies

Our software "LuitBiz" is an all-in-

and offered in the cloud computing

one platform for businesses

(SaaS) model. This intuitive software

We empower our customers

offers powerful document

worldwide to grow their

management features that include all

businesses with our sleek

tools a business requires to digitally

software and mind-blowing

manage their documents over the

support

cloud and can be used by companies

Thousands of businesses use

of all sizes across all verticals. It is

LuitBiz every day to streamline

especially very useful for companies

their business processes and

that are ISO compliant or are

ensure compliance

planning on being ISO compliant to
manage and control their
documentation processes. LuitBiz
DMS is completely responsive and
can be accessed via any device
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